The Orochi are the Imperial assassins of the Samurai. They roam the battlefield like ghosts, terrorizing and slaughtering those unfortunate enough to cross their path. Lightly armored and trained in the arts of stealth and deception, the Orochi dispatches enemies with a katana. Usually loyal beyond reproach, the Orochi holds the darker samurai secrets of dealing death in myriad ways, from throwing deadly knives to using a poisoned blade.
The Orochi’s armor is a clever assemblage of rigid and flexible parts, much in the classic Samurai tradition. The panels are made of adorned wood while ropes ensure every piece remains in place, even in the fury of battle.
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The katana is the archetypal single-edged curved sword of the samurai of the Dawn Empire. They are made of laminated steel of the highest quality and are often honored as family heirlooms that warriors pass down to their firstborn.
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Thank you Warrior! We hope you found this cosplay reference guide useful. Please share your creation with us on Facebook and Twitter using #ForHonor.
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